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Abstract

Phasing out fossil fuels requires destabilizing incumbent regimes while protecting vulnerable groups negatively affected by fossil fuel
decline. We argue that sequencing destabilization and just transition policies addresses three policy problems: phasing out fossil fuels,
transforming affected industries, and ensuring socio-economic recovery in fossil resource-dependent regions. We identify the key
mechanisms shaping the evolution of the three systems associated with these policy problems: (i) transformations of technological
systems addressed by the socio-technical transitions literature, (ii) responses of firms and industries addressed by the management
and business literature and (iii) regional strategies for socio-economic recovery addressed by the regional geography and economics
literatures. We then draw on Elinor Ostrom’s approach to synthesize these different bodies of knowledge into a diagnostic tool that
enables scholars to identify the phase of decline for each system, within which the nature and importance of different risks to
sustained fossil fuel decline varies. The main risk in the first phase is lock-in or persistence of status quo. In the second phase, the
main risk is backlash from affected companies and workers. In the third phase, the main risk is regional despondence. We illustrate
our diagnostic tool with three empirical cases of phases of coal decline: South Africa (Phase 1), the USA (Phase 2) and the Netherlands
(Phase 3). Our review contributes to developing effective policy sequencing for phasing out fossil fuels.
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Lay Summary

Phasing out coal and other fossil fuels is essential for avoiding dangerous levels of climate change. However, coal phase-out leads
to both job losses for coal miners and lost tax revenues for coal intensive regions. How can policymakers deal with these challenges
without stalling coal decline? Here, we show that policies should be selected based on the phase of the decline. We map three such
phases and explain how to identify them. In the first phase, the biggest risk is the preservation of the status quo so policies should
focus on breaking coal lock-in. In the second phase, when the use of coal is declining, firms are struggling or fleeing, and the region
suffers from economic downturn and a falling tax base, the biggest risk is backlash from companies, workers and communities
so policies should focus on mitigating impacts on affected actors. Finally, in the third phase, when coal is phased out and firms
have exited or upgraded, the biggest risk is regional despondence so policies should focus on socio-economic recovery. We illustrate
our diagnostic tool and policies at each phase with case studies of South Africa (Phase 1), the USA (Phase 2), and the Netherlands
(Phase 3).

INTRODUCTION
Mitigating climate change requires rapid and radical
decline of fossil fuel use [1]. In November 2021, the
leadership of COP26 announced that ‘coal [is] consigned
to history’ [2]. Twenty-three new countries joined the
existing 42 countries [3, 4] in committing to phase out
coal power [2, 5]. Additionally, two new declarations were
announced at COP26: The Statement on International
Public Support for the Clean Energy Transition, under
which signatories pledge to end public support for
unabated fossil fuel use in energy [6] and the Just
Transition Declaration, supported by the International
Labor Organization under which signatories pledge
support for affected workers and industries [7].

These initiatives highlight the dilemma that policy-
makers face in formulating feasible fossil fuel phase-
out plans. Any phase-out strategy must overcome carbon
lock-in [8, 9] and resistance [10] by destabilizing existing
regimes [11, 12] through creative destruction policies that
withdraw financial and other support [13]. However, such
policies risk triggering backlash from affected companies
[14], workers [15] and communities [16, 17]. As a result,
many emphasize the importance of just transition poli-
cies [17–21] including through financially compensating
firms, workers and regions negatively affected by phase-
outs [16, 17, 22]. A natural question arising from this
dilemma is what the right policy mix is between creative
destruction and just transition policies to achieve fossil
fuel phase-out [23].

In this paper, we use insights from literature and
illustrative case studies of coal power decline to argue
that there is no universal policy mix but rather that
policies should be sequenced overtime, similar to
policy sequencing for clean energy introduction [24,
25]. Policy sequencing for decline can deal with three
interconnected policy problems: phasing out fossil fuels,
managing the transformation of affected industries,
and ensuring socio-economic recovery in the regions
dependent on fossil fuel resources. As the importance
of these policy problems varies over the phases of
decline, giving rise to different risks to sustained
fossil fuel decline, different policies are needed to
respond to these risks. Inspired by the scholarship of
Elinor Ostrom and the Bloomington School [26–28],
who believed that the first step of developing policy

advice was diagnosing the state of a system, we develop
a diagnostic framework for fossil fuel decline [29]. We
propose a method to identify the current phase of trans-
formation of fossil fuel technologies, related industries
and resource dependent regions, to inform policies that
are both effective and feasible at a given time.

In the first phase, the technology is locked-in, the
industry is mature, the region is stable and the main risk
is maintaining the status quo. In the second phase, the
technology begins to diminish, the industry to waiver,
the region to struggle and the main risk is backlash from
affected actors. In the third phase, the technology is no
longer used, the industry has either left or reinvented
itself and the main risk is regional despondence.

To develop a diagnostic framework, we identify rele-
vant variables reflecting different causal mechanisms
reported by three bodies of literature as driving or
blocking fossil fuel decline in various systems: socio-
technical transitions literature (the technological sys-
tem), business and management literature (the indus-
trial system) and regional geography and economics liter-
ature (the regional system). This phase- and mechanisms-
based approach to diagnosing cases of decline enables
scholars to identify contexts where there are similar
challenges. This enables cross-case learning, which
becomes increasingly important as decline strategies,
particularly for coal, have burgeoned [30–32]. To develop
our contribution, we focus on coal decline where there
is both practical experience and a growing body of
literature [30–34].

In the ‘Methodology’ section, we describe Ostrom’s
diagnostic approach for analyzing co-evolving systems
and map the systems involved in fossil fuel decline. In the
section ‘Co-evolving systems, mechanisms and phases
of decline’, we review existing literature to identify the
key mechanisms that shape decline in these systems as
well as the phases of decline. The section ‘Diagnosing
the phases of decline’ develops a diagnostic approach for
identifying the phase of decline of each system, describes
how to operationalize and benchmark key mechanisms
through hierarchically ordered diagnostic variables and
speaks to which policies are needed and feasible at each
phase. We then provide illustrative applications of our
framework to three cases. Finally, we conclude with the
policy and research implications.
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METHODOLOGY: THE INTELLECTUAL
ROOTS OF A DIAGNOSTIC FRAMEWORK
Ostrom et al. [27] believed that the first step in formu-
lating scientifically sound policy advice was to develop
diagnostic methods to understand why some resource
systems are sustained and others fail. In other words,
they believed ‘the long-term goal for scholars of sus-
tainability science is to recognize which combination
of variables tends to lead to relatively sustainable and
productive use of particular resource systems . . . and
which combination tends to lead to resource collapses
and high costs for humanity’ (p. 15183). Similarly, the goal
of our contribution is to enable scholars to understand
under what conditions the use of fossil fuels steadily
decreases and when such decline triggers societal back-
lash and stalled transitions. There were several principles
of Ostrom’s approach that we follow here.

Co-evolving systems
The first principle is to conceptualize the evolution in
complex socio-ecological systems as co-evolution of dif-
ferent subsystems. Ostrom aimed for a ‘serious study
of complex, multi-variable, non-linear, cross-scale and
changing systems’ [29] (p. 15181). She believed that sci-
entific progress was achieved when scholars recognized
that such complex systems were ‘partially decomposable
in their structure’ and could be represented as ‘relatively
separable subsystems that are independent of each other
in the accomplishment of many functions and devel-
opment but eventually affect each other’s performance’
[29] (p. 15182). A similar approach was used for the study
of energy transitions [35, 36]. We follow this tradition and
analyze fossil fuel decline and how it is expressed in tech-
nological, industrial, regional and political action sys-
tems (PASs), embedded in broader economic and socio-
political settings.

While the boundaries of declining systems can be
drawn in different ways, we structure them along three
policy problems that the literature addresses: the decline
and phase-out of fossil fuel technologies such as coal
combustion for electricity generation; the transforma-
tion of firms in the industry using these technologies; and
the recovery of regions dependent on fossil resources,
assets and firms (what we refer to as ‘resource dependent
regions’).

The first policy problem, reflected in the socio-
technical transitions literature, focuses on the under-
lying causes of change and persistence in technological
systems [10, 37–39].

The second policy problem, reflected in the business
and management literature, focuses on transformation
and strategies of firms comprising the industrial system
in the face of technological change [40–42].

Finally, the third policy problem, reflected in regional
geography and economics as well as in the just transi-
tion literature, focuses on regional characteristics and
strategies that determine the resilience and recovery

of regional systems in the face of technological and/or
industrial disruption [43, 44].

We recognize that these policy problems and the sys-
tems they address are connected and overlap. Techno-
logical systems are strongly linked to the industries that
use those technologies. Similarly, regions are often highly
dependent on industries that support regions’ social and
economic development.

These links between the three systems explain their
co-evolution, a concept that emerged initially in biology
[45] but has been also used for analyzing how social,
technological and ecological systems influence each
other over time [35, 45, 46]. Co-evolving systems can
be aligned, mutually reinforcing and thus locked-in
[12, 35] but they can also decouple or unlock [45].
This is why ‘It is...essential to study both the relatively
independent development of each stream of history and
their interdependencies, their loss of integration, and
their reintegration’ [47] (p. 127). The potential for systems
to decouple is especially relevant for studying the decline
of fossil fuels because if co-evolution is the expectation,
identifying points at which they can decouple is key to
identifying feasible paths for decline.

The three systems frame three policy problems that
are addressed within the fourth system: the PAS [36, 48].
The PAS includes the policies that address each of
these problems, such as deliberate destabilization
policies that remove support from fossil fuel industries
[13]. It also includes inputs from society, such as
demands to reduce emissions, ensure energy security,
maintain employment, protect vulnerable social groups,
etc (see ‘Political action systems and policy sequencing’).
As the use of fossil fuels declines, the relative impor-
tance of these inputs changes. Due to such feedback
mechanisms, the PAS co-evolves with the other three
systems [49].

Finally, there are also broader socio-political and eco-
nomic settings which provide the context for the evolu-
tion of the four systems, but which themselves do not
co-evolve with these systems [50]. For regional fossil fuel
decline, the relevant contextual setting may exist at the
national (e.g. whether the political system is democratic)
or at the global level (e.g. global coal trade) (see ‘Economic
and political settings’).

Variables, mechanisms and pathways
A second key element of Ostrom’s approach is identifying
what she calls variables. Variable is a broad term
denoting or characterizing an element in social or
biophysical reality [26, 29]. For example, ‘technology’,
‘industry’, ‘regions’ and ‘political actions’ can be called
top-level variables in Ostrom’s terminology. Each of
these contains components or characteristics that may
be called second-level variables. These typically reflect
disciplinary knowledge about a particular system or
top-level variable, presented in the form of theories or
concepts.
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For our analysis, it is especially important to identify
second-level variables that reflect the underlying mech-
anisms of change or continuity within each subsystem.
For example, within the technological system, advances
in competing technologies have been shown to influence
the decline of fossil fuels [33]. This second-level variable
can be further unpacked to third-level variables such as
the cost of competing technologies, their technological
maturity, their current market share and how close a
region is to the technological core. Thus, the framework
is conceptually and empirically flexible enabling scholars
to walk up and down the variable hierarchy depending
on the specific policy or scientific question at hand [26].
This approach has been applied to a vast array of socio-
ecological problems; closest to our problem is its appli-
cation to energy transitions [36].

Methodology
To build a diagnostic framework that can map fossil
fuel decline pathways, we followed several steps in an
iterative manner.

First, we reviewed literature that addresses three
key issues relating to fossil fuel decline: the lock-
in of carbon-intensive technologies, the feasibility of
phasing these technologies out and the call for just
transitions as carbon-intensive technologies are phased
out. We retrieved these articles from Web of Science
by searching for relevant terms, retrieving the most
highly cited and most recent articles, and subsequently
snowballing for other references. We then identified
mechanisms and variables from this literature, which
have been shown to impact the evolution of carbon-
intensive technologies. We mapped the mechanisms in
their relation to three key systems that are implicated by
fossil fuel decline: technological, industrial and regional
systems. Most of the literature we previously identified
belonged to socio-technical transitions literature and
informed our understanding of technological systems.
We then retrieved additional papers from business and
management literature (informing our understanding
of industrial systems) and from regional geography and
economics as well as just transition literature (informing
our understanding of regional systems). We also held two
expert consultation workshops in September 2020 and
January 2021 with leading researchers and associated
stakeholders in the fields of just transitions and decline
in carbon-intensive regions [51], where we gathered
feedback on our initial understanding of each system
and retrieved additional recommendations for articles to
include in our review. Table 1 shows how many articles
we read from each set of literatures and the mechanisms
we identified. In addition to the mechanisms, we also
identify second- and third-tier variables that can be
used to characterize the strength of these mechanisms
(Table 2). We propose how these variables can be used to
diagnose the phases and pathways of decline overtime.

For the PAS and the broader settings, we focus on
identifying the key policies and broader mechanisms

affecting technologies, industries and regions in decline.
We also identify the inputs and feedbacks that affect
these policies and the second- and third-level variables
that characterize the broader settings. Mapping feasible
decline pathways requires understanding mechanisms
at various phases of decline and different policies that
are required and feasible at these different phases. Ulti-
mately, our diagnostic framework aims to inform policy
sequencing for feasible pathways of decline, which we
define as a sequence of developments leading to phase-
out of fossil fuels without serious negative consequences
for affected vulnerable groups. This definition builds on
the use of the term pathway in different literature. In
the socio-technical literature, pathways map discontinu-
ity or continuity based on the combination of artifacts
and actors [70, 134]; in contrast, the climate scenario
literature primarily identifies ‘techno-economically fea-
sible pathways’ to climate change mitigation based on
different socio-economic and technological assumptions
[135, 136]; and political science defines feasible pathways
as actions and interactions of different actors towards a
given outcome [137].

CO-EVOLVING SYSTEMS, MECHANISMS
AND PHASES OF DECLINE
In this section, we present the results of our literature
review that explores mechanisms and the evolution of
technological industrial and regional systems. For each
system, we first define the system’s boundaries, elements
and connections. Then we identify key mechanisms that
explain the behavior and evolution of each system over
time and finally we identify second- and third-level vari-
ables through which these mechanisms can be charac-
terized. We then describe the PAS, as well as the broader
economic and socio-political setting within which the
four other systems are embedded.

Technological systems
A classic definition of a technological system is ‘a net-
work of agents interacting in the economic/industrial
area under a particular institutional infrastructure and
involved in the generation, diffusion, and utilization of
technology’ [52] (p. 94). Though technological systems
perform material functions (such as energy provision),
they are best defined in terms of practices and flows of
knowledge [52]. This means coal-based economies are
brought about by a certain set of social practices that
animates the infrastructure and actor networks. The
boundaries around technological systems can be drawn
around different geographies [53], from global such as
global coal trade [54], to national such as domestic coal
production [55, 56], to regional such as regions that pro-
duce and mine coal [15, 57].

Technological systems include both artifacts such as
power plants, grid infrastructure and mining equipment
[56, 58–60] and agents such as utilities, mining compa-
nies and electricity consumers [9, 52]. Some scholars [9]
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Table 1. Policy problems related to fossil fuel phase-out, epistemic communities and key mechanisms

Policy problem Epistemic
communities

Number of articles
reviewed

Key mechanisms of decline

Fossil fuel decline and
phase-out

Socio-technical
transitions scholars

37 articles
(9 overlap with other
policy problems)

Technology competition, substitution and
diffusion [61, 63]
Lock-in [9, 66]
Strategies of incumbent regimes [67, 90]
Weakening of incumbent regimes [55, 56]

Economic hardship for
and transformation of
affected firms and
industries

Business and
management scholars

34 articles
(9 overlap with other
policy problems)

Firms adapt to technological change [40, 81]
Firms, unions, workers resist change [15, 22]
Firms restructure, exit or divest from
declining sectors [40, 80]

Despondence of and
socio-economic
recovery in fossil fuel
dependent regions

Regional geographers
and economists and
just transition scholars

21 articles
(10 overlap with other
policy problems)

Agglomeration economies and rigidity traps
[89, 91]
Regional economic development and
employment [97, 98]
Regional population: communities and
demographics [43, 57]
Regional responses [31, 100]

include policymakers as actors within the technology
system as they shape rules and institutional constraints
for technology use whereas others separate them into the
PAS [36].

Mechanisms of technological decline

Key mechanisms of the decline of technological sys-
tems are identified in different scholarly traditions,
particularly socio-technical transitions, technology
lifecycle and evolutionary economics literatures.

Technology competition, substitution and diffusion

A key reason for change within technological systems
is competition with newly emerging technologies [37,
38, 61, 62]. For example, growing utilization of natural
gas, nuclear or renewable energy technologies may lead
to decreasing coal use [33]. The diffusion of alternative
technologies is determined by their advantages (e.g.
cost, cleanliness, convenience) over incumbent ones
[38, 46, 61, 62]. New technologies diffuse from the core
where they are originally introduced to the periphery
where they are adopted later [63, 64]. The advance of
competing technologies is not linear: as they continue
to diffuse, learning and economies of scale can lead
to price-performance improvements that may increase
their competitiveness and thus drive the decline of
incumbent technologies.

Lock-in and path-dependence

A dominant explanation for the slow decline of fossil
fuels is their lock-in [8, 9, 39]. Originating in the field
of evolutionary economics, early studies on lock-in
explained the persistence of inferior technologies despite
the availability of better alternatives due to increasing
returns from early technology adoption that inhibits
technological change later on [65, 66]. This theory was
later expanded to institutions [9], user practices [8]

and discourses [55] by the socio-technical literature to
explain the persistence of fossil fuels in the face of
cleaner technologies.

Strategies of incumbent regimes

Lock-in is an overarching concept that encompasses
several, more granular mechanisms, such as strategies
of incumbent regimes including regime resistance [10],
self-reproduction [37] and incremental adjustment [39,
67]. Regime resistance is one of the most obvious regime
strategies and includes efforts to preserve the status
quo including protecting subsidies for fossil fuels and
undermining competing technologies—e.g. in the UK,
coal was re-established as an affordable and secure
energy source in public discourses [10]. Self-reproduction
of the regime means strategies that renew the existing
regime for instance through building new (fossil fuel)
infrastructure or training new generations of workers
and engineers [37]. Finally, incremental adjustment
means small adaptations to external pressures [39, 67],
such as installing air control equipment on coal power
plants in response to air pollution (as was done in the
1970s) or advocating for clean coal and carbon capture
and storage (CCS) to preserve the existing coal fleet.
Often, strategies interact. For example, if an incumbent
regime has pursued a strategy of self-reproduction and
recently invested in a host of new assets, it will be more
resistant [55].

Weakening of incumbent regimes

The strength of incumbent regimes is associated with
the value of technological artifacts, such as power
plants, also called assets. Assets’ value diminishes as
they age. As the value of assets decreases over time,
and a larger share of investment is recovered, lower
sunk costs for companies may reduce resistance against
decommissioning these assets. Jewell et al. [56] for
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Table 2. Definitions and diagnostic variables of the three co-evolving systems and their phases of decline, the PAS and wider economic
and socio-political setting

System
(top level variable)

System definition Phases of decline Diagnostic variables

Technological ‘A technological system
[is] a network of agents
interacting in the
economic/industrial area
under a particular
institutional
infrastructure and
involved in the
generation, diffusion,
and utilization of
technology.’ [52]

1. Lock-in
2. Destabilization and decay
3. Phase-out
[11, 39]

Advances in competing technologies
Cost of competing technologies, rate of growth,
market shares, whether the region is in core, rim
or periphery of competing technology
Regime strength
Construction of new plants, age and value of
assets, number of jobs, diversity of regime actors
Regime strategies
Self-reproduction, adjustment to change,
resistance by fighting against change or
transformation by incremental innovations

Industrial Firms that provide a
specific service or
product [77]

1. Maturity
2. Shake-out
3. Upgrade or exit
[40, 80, 96]

Industry organization
Number of firms, networks between firms,
national origin and ownership of firms,
unionization of workers and power of unions
Firms’ capacities
Size, resources, innovativeness (e.g. R&D),
diversification
Industry dynamics
Restructuring through nationalization or
privatization, mergers, splits, divestment

Regional A subnational area
drawn around certain
economic activities that
may have high overlap
with administrative
regions [92]

1. Stability
2. Release and downturn
3. Reorganization
[91]

Legacy
Geography (connectedness, infrastructure,
natural resources, location)
Economy (dependence on coal, diversity, wealth)
Demographics (aging of population)
Local institutions and political factors (degree of
autonomy, capacities, mode of operation of local
institutions)
Dynamics
Economic, employment and migration trends
and expectations
Strategies
Responses by governments, communities,
companies and other regional actors

Political Action
System

System of actions related
to making socially
binding decisions [48]
that affect fossil fuel use

Policies, politics and technology legitimacy
Anti-fossil fuel norms, public opinion
Substance and structure of political debate (e.g.
polarization)
Policies and regulations (subsidies, taxes, bans,
support for competitors, just transition policies)

Economic and
socio-political
setting

Economic and political
factors that affect the
decline of technological,
industrial and regional
systems while not being
integral parts of these
systems

National economy and energy markets
Wealth, growth and inequality
Energy markets (liberalization, energy demand,
import dependence, domestic resource
depletion)
Broader policies and institutions
Strength and type of democracy
Technology regulations and institutions

instance show that the age of national power plant
fleets is one factor that explains membership in the
PPCA. Other mechanisms of regime weakening may be
the decline of profitability compared with alternative
resources and technologies [37], or the decreasing
relevance of core competences and skills of incumbent
regimes [38, 58, 59]. This weakening can also result from
developments in the broader setting (see ‘Economic and

political settings’), such as depletion of natural resources
[11, 58, 67].

Diagnostic second- and third-level variables for
technological system decline

The variables to diagnose decline of technological sys-
tems may be grouped into (i) advances in competing tech-
nologies, (ii) regime strength and (iii) regime strategies.
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Advances in competing technologies can be mea-
sured as the cost of competing technologies [38, 61, 62],
their rate of growth and market shares [68, 69]. It is also
important to consider whether a region/country is in the
core, rim or periphery of competing technologies for ease
of uptake [64].

Regime strategies refer to self-reproduction, adjust-
ment to change, resistance [10, 42] and transformation
strategies [70] that are characterized by either fight-
ing change or pursuing incremental innovations. Self-
reproduction strategies are generally reflected through
investment in existing assets such as building new coal
plants, adjustment to change through retrofitting such
as installing air control equipment or CCS and resistance
through influencing discourses and lobbying for support-
ive policies.

Regime strength can be measured through the
strength of regime activities such as construction of new
power plants [71], age and value of assets [37, 56], number
of jobs associated with the technology [71], diversity of
regime actors [37, 72] and relevance of core competences
and skills [38].

Technology lifecycle phases

Technological systems transform along pathways [70]
through different phases from technological invention
to the emergence of a dominant design, followed by a
period of incremental change [73]. While the dynamics of
the innovation and diffusion phases of technologies have
been extensively studied, and the depiction of phases
of take-off, growth and maturity as S-curve is decades
old [64, 74, 75], the phases of technology decline are less
developed. Jakob et al. [76] suggest sequencing phase-
outs based on age profiles and Turnheim and Geels [11]
outline different phases of regime destabilization high-
lighting the responses of regime actors. Similarly, Utter-
back [37] describes regime responses to technological
change on the firm level. Loorbach et al. [39] describe
different potential trajectories of socio-technical systems
including a path of destabilization, chaos, breakdown
and phase-out. Drawing on the main theories in the
socio-technical transitions literature and the concept of
an inverse s-curve, we delineate lock-in, destabilization
& decay, and phase-out as the three decline phases of
technological systems. Decay here includes the phases of
chaos and breakdown [39] before phase-out occurs. We
use the terms ‘destabilization’ and ‘phase-out’ to delin-
eate specific temporal phases in the decline of a tech-
nological system although other authors may use these
terms to describe the overall process of decline [11, 138].

Industrial systems
Industrial systems encompass firms that provide a spe-
cific service or product [77]. For example, the coal indus-
trial system includes the firms that mine and transport
coal as well as those running coal plants. While the
overlap between industrial and technological systems
often leads to their conceptualization as a single system

[12, 78, 79], the two can also evolve independently with
firms rising and falling as a technology persists or, alter-
natively, firms reorienting toward different technologies
as the market evolves. In the case of coal, we can see
this distinction clearly. The industrial system includes
equipment manufacturers, utilities, mining companies
and coal transport companies, whereas the technological
system includes the practice of mining and burning coal
to produce electricity. An electrical utility (a firm in the
industrial system) may substitute coal in its power plants
with natural gas or biomass or invest in offshore wind
turbines, thus becoming part of a different technological
system.

Mechanisms of industrial decline or survival

Key mechanisms describing the evolution of industrial
systems are described primarily within the literature on
the industry lifecycle (ILC) from business and manage-
ment studies and in empirical studies on coal decline
from a variety of disciplines.

Adapting to technological change

The ILC literature focuses on individual firms and aims
to identify how their attributes enable them to thrive
and survive throughout the lifecycle of the industry
within which they are embedded [73, 77, 80]. The
ILC literature finds that first movers, i.e. companies
who adopt technologies early on, have higher survival
rates throughout the ILC [40, 77]. They benefit from
cumulative learning during industry emergence, from
cost spreading of research and development (R&D)
expenditure, and from economies of scale earlier than
others [40]. However, early movers also experience
disadvantages in situations of rapid technological
change, as established incumbents can find it more
difficult to adapt to an environment that renders their
knowledge and competences obsolete [40, 81]. Addition-
ally, different types of innovations may make it easier or
harder for companies to adapt. Competence destroying
innovations, i.e. those that render existing skills and
competences obsolete, are more difficult to adapt to
than competence enhancing innovations that build on
existing skills [38, 82]. The case of fossil fuel phase-
out, which requires rapid and radical technological
change, could be a situation where existing skills and
competences become obsolete, and first movers and
incumbents are at a disadvantage. Whether firms can
adapt to technological change may also depend on the
availability of finances or resources for R&D spending
[42, 57].

Resistance to technological change

As rapid technological change imposes the need on
incumbents to revise business models, competences and
skills, they may resist this change [14]. They may choose
different strategies, such as ignoring technological
change especially early on, or lobbying policymakers
for support [14, 37, 42]. Additionally, firms may target
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innovation at the level of components to secure conti-
nuity at the level of overall systems and minimize costs
and disruptions [67]. Within many fossil fuel industries,
workers are unionized [15, 22, 83]. In some cases, unions’
interests may align with those of companies to slow
down technological change [9]. Unions often lobby
against technological change and industry decline to
protect their members’ jobs [15, 22].

Re-structure, exit or divestments

The organization of industries, such as ownership
(nationalization or privatization) may affect technologi-
cal change. In turn, technological decline may trigger re-
organization of industries including a declining number
of firms due to exits, mergers, acquisitions or splits. Hicks
and Govern [84] for instance argue that electricity market
privatization in the UK has led to a shift from coal to gas
power plants due to the declining profitability of coal
compared to gas (see also [34]). As technologies decline,
industries go through a process called ‘shake-out’ where
firms decide to either fully exit an industry or to ‘stake-
out’ and only modestly decrease their investment [80].
While the term ‘shake-out’ is used both in the growth
phase of an industry to signal winnowing of firms [77]
as they compete within a new market and in the decline
as competition grows even tougher [80], here, we use the
latter definition.

When firms fully exit an industry, they sell off assets
and cease activities related to the declining technological
system and may also declare bankruptcy, move abroad
or diversify into a new industry related to another tech-
nological system [40, 85]. The decline in the number of
firms may thus indicate the decline of the industrial
system [72]. Rector [86] for instance illustrates how the
Big Three automobile companies moved from Detroit to
Mexico, where they faced fewer environmental regula-
tions. When firms decide to pursue a ‘stake-out’ strategy,
they aim to prolong their association with the declining
technology. As incumbents may find it harder to adjust
to technological decline, new entrants are likely to be
successful during times of rapid technological change
[40]. Finally, firms may merge as industries decline [77]
or create separate daughter companies that adopt com-
peting technologies [37].

Diagnostic second- and third-level variables for industrial
system decline and survival

Diagnostic variables for industrial systems may be
grouped into (i) industrial organization; (ii) industry
dynamics, or changes in the industry set-up over time;
and (iii) firms’ capacity.

In describing industrial organization, the literature
refers to the structure of the relevant industrial sector,
such as the number of firms within the industry [82, 85,
87, 88] and the networks between them [89], the national
origin and ownership of companies [90] and the degree
of unionization and the power of unions [15, 22].

Industry dynamics may be characterized by restruc-
turing (nationalization versus privatization), mergers,
splits and level divestment [37, 42, 80, 84].

Firms’ capacity under decline is often described by size
(small firms may benefit during decline because they can
survive in the face of lower demand) [80], R&D [42, 57]
and diversification into alternative technologies [37].

Industry lifecycle phases

The full industrial lifecycle (ILC) starts from emergence
through maturity to decline in the shape of an inverted U.
Here, we focus on the right side of that inverted U-shaped
curve and start with industry maturity, which under a
declining industry is followed by firm shake-out [80]. As
the industry declines further, firms either upgrade or exit
(Fig. 2).

Regional systems
Regional systems encompass diverse actors and arti-
facts situated within geographical boundaries [86, 91]
and associated with administrative borders [92]. Actors
and artifacts within regions are mainly connected due
to their geographic proximity. Certain regions are rich
in coal resources and associated assets such as power
plants and mining equipment [15], and carbon-intensive
industries have agglomerated there [43, 89]. These assets
form large technical systems and can undergo decline or
reconfiguration [93, 94]. Beside firms and infrastructures,
regional systems also contain local communities, includ-
ing employees of the coal sector [16, 86].

Mechanisms of regional decline and renewal

Mechanisms relevant to regional decline of technologi-
cal systems are documented in regional economics and
geography literature as well as more recent literature
on just transitions. These mechanisms include economic
and social changes and response strategies that may
become locked together in vicious or virtuous downward
or upward spirals.

Agglomeration economies and rigidity traps

At the intersection of regional and industrial systems
lies the concept of agglomeration and dispersion of
industries. Agglomeration means that industries form
geographically concentrated clusters [43, 89]. There
can be geographic reasons for such clustering, such
as natural resource availability which attracts certain
types of industries [95]. The coal industry is a natural
example of this with the industry being concentrated
where there are cheap and available coal resources.
Agglomeration can also happen in the absence of natural
resources through lowering transaction costs if suppliers
are clustered in the same region, through the clustering
of labor with relevant skills and competences, and
through increased opportunities to learn from other
firms [89].

While regional agglomeration can create a strong
economic base and job opportunities, there may also
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be disadvantages. Martin and Sunley [96] for instance
describe a negative lock-in, where higher embeddedness
induces inflexibility and hinders innovation. Such a
negative lock-in may lead to rigidity traps, lowering
resilience in response to shocks such as industrial
decline or phase-out [57, 91]. In the case of the decline
of a highly agglomerated regional industry, connected
industries may also withdraw investments and reduce
their activities [91]. Oei et al. [31] for instance illustrate
the cases of the Ruhr and Saarland regions throughout
the decline of hard coal mining in Germany, which
negatively affected down- and up-stream industries and
thus exacerbated unemployment effects.

Regional economic development and employment

In the case of the decline of a major regional industry, the
development of other industries within this region is cru-
cial. The success of any regional economic development
strategy is often measured through employment or wage
growth [97]. However, empirically, scholars have found
that coal-intensive regions continue to lag behind their
peers even decades after a coal industry has been closed:
in the Yorkshire region, unemployment rates are higher
than on the UK average even years after coal mines have
closed [16].

A variety of place-specific factors have been shown
to influence whether regions economically develop.
For example, resource endowments or availability of
space for factories influence a region’s ability to attract
alternative industries and withstand decline [43, 95].
Regions also vary on economic and institutional struc-
tures with some offering better financial incentives for
entrepreneurship through the availability of financing,
skilled labor and a market for certain products (or
proximity to such a market) [43, 44]. There is also evi-
dence that declining industries can leave their footprint
on emerging ones: in the USA, there are bigger firms
and fewer start-ups close to mines [98]. More generally,
diversity and competition within the regional industry
are important to stimulate innovation and productivity
[97, 99]. For example, Alder et al. [99] argue that a lack
of competition between firms in the steel, automobile
and rubber markets in the US Rust Belt led to a lack of
investments and productivity growth, thus contributing
to the economic decline of the region.

Regional population: Communities and demographics

Whether regions thrive is also indicated by whether
regional populations grow or decline [43]. Reduced
employment opportunities are likely to lower the quality
of life and lead to outmigration. Stognief et al. [57] for
instance highlight outmigration from the Lusatia region
following the decline of coal mining. Often, young and
well-educated residents emigrate, which may further
drive the decline of the regional system [43] and can lead
to an overall aging of the population as a whole. In turn,
outmigration may especially affect regions where there

already was an ongoing population decline due to aging
of the population [57].

Outmigration can further erode the tax revenue of the
regional government [43], which is often already falling
due to the declining industry [57]. The willingness of
regional inhabitants to move away, or work in another
industry, may be influenced by local identities and cul-
tures in addition to factors related to the skills of the work-
force. Johnstone and Hielscher [16] for instance describe
the Yorkshire region in the UK, where the prominence of
coal technologies over time had ‘transformed and shaped
the region, embedding cultural traditions and social
identities’ (p. 640). Other residents, who are not directly
employed by these industries, also may have their
cultures and identities shaped in part by the long history
of carbon-intensive practices in the region [16, 57].

Regional responses

Regional responses to counteract socio-economic decline
may thus include resistance, if local identities and cul-
tures are threatened, and regional economies are depen-
dent on the declining industry. They may however also
include renewal. Renewal strategies may include finding
a new economic niche, attracting economic opportuni-
ties disconnected from the declining industry or taking
advantage of an emerging technology. For example, local
subsidies for hiring or for industry may attract new busi-
nesses and increase employment in the region [31, 43,
100]. Stognief et al. [57] suggest that increasing the attrac-
tiveness for residents through establishing cultural sites
can help counteract population decline. If renewal strate-
gies are not successful, regions may fall into the poverty
trap [57, 91]. This may initiate a survival mode and may
lead to the need for continuous subsidies and transfers.
The success of these strategies is influenced by the polit-
ical and institutional context within the region, such as
the degree of regional autonomy and the mode of opera-
tion of local authorities [43, 44]. Additionally, there is usu-
ally a strong connection between dominant industries
and regional authorities through both tax revenues and
through votes of workers and their families [16, 57, 86].

Diagnostic second- and third-level variables for regional
decline and renewal

The variables for diagnosing regional systems may
be grouped into (i) regional legacy, which includes
immutable characteristics that are either static or
change only slowly; (ii) regional dynamics; and (iii)
regional strategies.

Regional legacy includes regional geography such as
location, connectedness, infrastructure and available
natural resources. It also includes regional economy,
particularly its degree of dependence on the fossil fuel
industry, economic diversity and wealth. Thirdly, regional
legacy includes demography such as population age
and general level of education. Finally, institutional and
political factors affect regional responses in the face of
decline [43, 44].
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Regional dynamics includes economic, employment
and migration trends. Though these trends may not
change the fundamental characteristics of the regions
overnight, they create important expectations and self-
reinforcing processes that may differentiate between the
‘downward’ and ‘upward’ spirals.

Regional strategies include responses by govern-
ments, communities, companies and other regional
actors to coal decline. Often, these strategies include
choices that are key in determining the future of the
region. For example, the literature shows regions with
policies supporting businesses are more likely to grow
rather than decline [43, 101].

Regional lifecycle phases

Current thinking on regional development draws on the
idea of the adaptive cycle from socio-ecological litera-
ture where a system is classified according to its poten-
tial and resilience [57, 91, 102, 103]. Potential (accumu-
lated resources) within a region include firms’ compe-
tences and capital, infrastructure and workers’ skills,
whereas a region’s resilience is defined as its ability to
respond to shocks, commonly associated with system
flexibility [91].

Over time, the variation in these two aspects go
through distinct phases but are not necessarily in
sync. Researchers distinguish the ‘exploitation phase’
where potential (accumulated resources) is slowly
increasing and resilience (flexible networks that can
adapt to changes in the external environment) is
high; it is during this phase that economic growth
occurs [91]. In the ‘conservation phase’, resources are
accumulated to their highest level but resilience has
fallen as mature networks and institutional structures
have decreased the flexibility for different actors [91].
If a shock occurs and the system is not able to adapt,
it may enter the ‘release phase’ where accumulated
resources become irrelevant and resilience drops; this
can be thought of as the beginning of decline [91].
The region may then enter the ‘reorganization and
restructuring phase’, where resilience grows as the
region begins to restructure, and new resources start to
get accumulated [91]. Here, we distinguish three regional
phases during decline: stability, release and downturn
and reorganization characterized by either renewal or
survival.

Political action system and policy sequencing
Easton [48] defines PASs as ‘those actions more or less
directly related to the making of binding decisions for
a society’ (p. 185). In the context of our analysis, we
are specifically interested in those actions and decisions
that affect the use of fossil fuels. Naturally, these actions
and decisions are part of a broader PAS that deals with
such diverse issues as regulations of electricity markets,
energy security, environmental and climate protection,
etc.

Mechanisms of the political action system

While the PAS does not undergo lifecycles like technolog-
ical, industrial and regional systems, it co-evolves with
these systems as fossil fuel use declines due to several
mechanisms.

On the one hand, the PAS generates outputs, such
as policies or regulations, that either support or sup-
press fossil fuel-based technologies. Support for the use
of domestic resources (as in Spain through preferential
merit order for domestic coal from 2010 to 2014) may
increase their competitiveness [33], while policies such
as carbon pricing or cap-and-trade schemes can decrease
their competitiveness. Kivimaa and Kern [13] highlight
the importance of deliberate destabilization policies such
as withdrawal of subsidies for fossil fuel-based tech-
nologies and support for their competitors (see also [10,
11]). Environmental regulations such as emission control
policies may also affect the profitability of a national
industry [86].

On the other hand, PASs are themselves affected by
inputs, such as demands or support from actors partici-
pating in the political debate. As fossil fuels decline, feed-
back may be triggered that negatively affects destabiliza-
tion policies, such as backlash from industrial lobbies,
companies, labor organizations or regional representa-
tives. This sensitivity to feedbacks differentiates the PAS
from the broader socio-political setting which contains
immutable characteristics that are unlikely to change
in response to fossil fuel decline (see ‘Economic and
political settings’).

Public opinion and anti-fossil fuel norms can also
pressure national and regional governments to either
institute policies that penalize fossil fuels [104], or to
choose clean options, for their investment and electricity
[12]. These trends can lead to the loss of technological
legitimacy, particularly in the face of concerns about
negative externalities arising from fossil fuels and their
connection to climate change. Decline may however be
slowed by equally passionate concerns on the other side
of the political agenda when fossil fuels are connected to
employment and national competitiveness. Energy secu-
rity concerns related to growing energy demand, e.g. in
emerging economies like India or China, may also result
in increased legitimacy of fossil fuels. The polarization of
this debate may make it hard to reach a consensus on
national strategies to support declining regions.

Recent literature suggests that one way to address
mechanisms that hinder stringent climate mitigation
policies is policy sequencing. The core idea behind policy
sequencing is that ‘policies at an early stage can be
conducive to implementing more stringent policies at a
later stage’ [105] (p. 141) as barriers to climate mitiga-
tion policies are loosened [24, 25, 105]. Meckling et al.
[25] for instance find that green innovation and indus-
trial policies pave the way for more stringent carbon
pricing policies in many contexts as they help decrease
the technology costs of low-carbon alternatives to fossil
fuels. One possibility to pave the way for more stringent
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policies may be compensating affected actors [105]. How-
ever, Leipprand et al. [105] find that there are limits to
the extent to which policies affect actors in other sys-
tems. Our diagnostic framework can thus support policy
sequencing approaches by identifying the state of tech-
nological, industrial and regional systems at different
phases of decline, to better understand the main risks
and what policies are needed at each phase.

Economic and socio-political settings
While the PAS closely co-evolves with the technological,
industrial and regional systems, all of these systems are
also embedded in larger economic and socio-political
settings that influence developments in the systems but
do not co-evolve to the same extent and in the same
timeframes. Here, we review the key contextual mech-
anisms affecting technologies, industries and regions in
decline and the variables characterizing these mecha-
nisms. These settings can be grouped into (i) broader
economy and (ii) broader policies and institutions.

National economy and energy markets
Wealth, growth and inequality

The national economic setting shapes regional phase-out
in a myriad of ways. At the moment, coal phase-out is fur-
thest along in countries that are part of the Organisation
for Economic Co-Operation and Development (OECD).
These countries are wealthier and thus have the capacity
to deal with potential inequities arising from phase-
out [56]. For example, in the German coal phase-out
plan, the national government pledged EUR40 billion
to regions [106]. Economic growth provides economy-
wide opportunities for finding employment and attract-
ing investments to recover from the negative impacts
of coal decline on job availability and regional tax base.
Finally, more unequal economies are likely to be less
responsive to inequalities arising because of coal decline.

Energy markets

Energy markets affect coal decline more directly. For
example, the electricity market liberalization in the UK is
partly credited with contributing to the decline of British
coal [11]. Another important factor is growing energy
demand, which can be a barrier to the decline of fossil
fuels for electricity generation [34]. This barrier may be
especially hard to overcome in cases where alternative
energy sources, such as nuclear, face opposition, e.g. in
Germany [79]. On the other hand, stagnating or declining
electricity demand may enable faster decommission-
ing of carbon-intensive assets [33, 56]. Del Río [33] for
instance highlights how, in Spain, overcapacity combined
with sluggish energy demand supported coal decline.
Another relevant energy market dynamic is global energy
trade and import dependence. Governments may aim to
limit import dependence and thus continue to support
domestic production of resources even if they are less
profitable [33]. Domestic resource depletion can spur
decline if extraction becomes unprofitable, as was one of

the factors driving coal decline in the UK [79]. The case
of South Africa (see ‘Phase 1 - South Africa’) also shows
that growing international coal demand can influence
domestic coal availability [107].

Broader policies and institutions

Institutions and policies within different countries also
influence decline pathways. Jewell et al. [56] find that
states with more transparent and effective governance
are more likely to phase out coal, expaining that
these states are better equipped to balance between
concentrated and diffuse interests. Rentier et al. [90]
zoom in on different types of democracies in Europe
and find that between the four they examine, the liberal
market economy of the UK phased out coal the fastest,
arguably because domestic coal in the UK was less
protected than in the other countries. The extent to
which different actors are able to affect the course of
decline depends on the influence each of these actors has
on decision-making processes in political systems that
vary from one state to another. For example, in systems
where unions exert more political control, they are able
to slow decline [15, 90].

Finally, fossil fuel decline is affected not only by poli-
cies directly targeting a specific resource or its competi-
tors but also by broader regulations and institutions in
the electricity and energy markets. For example, energy
market rules such as power purchasing agreements may
trigger institutional lock-in, as they may set a timespan
for energy production using a specific resource or prac-
tice [55]. Another example of rules potentially inhibiting
technology change are technology standards, favoring
incumbent technologies [9].

Summary
In this section, we summarize the characteristics of
co-evolving systems (top-level variables) important for
understanding fossil fuel decline, and the second- and
third-level variables that are relevant in diagnosing
decline in these systems (Table 2). Technological, indus-
trial and regional systems are distinguished by how
their boundaries are drawn and how system elements
are connected. Yet, one and the same actor (or artifact)
may belong to the technological, industrial or regional
system depending on the analytical angle. This is similar
to how a particular artifact can be part of socio-technical,
techno-economic or political systems [36]. Firms, for
instance, are relevant actors in the technology system,
as they engage with artifacts, knowledge and practices.
Firms are also contained in the industrial system, which
they affect through their respective shake-out or stake-
out strategies. Finally, they are also embedded within
regional systems, where they generate tax revenue and
employ local workers.

We also consider mechanisms that shape the evolu-
tion of the three systems. Once again, many mechanisms
are not confined to a single system alone but bind them
together. For example, stalling renewal of the industrial
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Figure 1. Top-level variables (four systems) and second-level variables for four systems and economic and socio-political setting

sector (industry system) leads to the loss of innovative-
ness (technology system) and a lack of opportunities for
young people (regional system). One illustration of this is
that after the German reunification, Lusatian coal could
not compete with more efficient and cheaper coal from
the West. As a result, coal production declined, and many
firms left the region, leading to a rise of unemployment
[57]. Thus, many variables, which we propose for diag-
nosing coal regions in decline (summarized in Fig. 1),
can arguably belong to more than one system. Where
exactly they belong is less important, rather than that
no important variables are missed in a comprehensive
diagnostic analysis. Figure 1 shows the four systems, the
economic and socio-political setting and their respective
second-level variables. These are the most important
explanatory variables. Table 2 also shows the third-level
variables that are relevant in most cases of decline.

DIAGNOSING THE PHASES OF DECLINE
The proposed diagnostic approach aims to facilitate
cross-case comparisons, draw lessons and inform policy
sequencing for managing the rapid decline and phase-
out of fossil fuels such as coal. While there is an emerging
literature on policy sequencing for climate policies [24,
25, 105] and lessons of coal phase-out and other carbon-
intensive industries [30–32], our framework strengthens
these literatures by offering a systematic approach to
characterize the state of technological, industrial and
regional systems throughout decline. It is not only the
socio-economic and political contexts [56, 76] that shape
decline dynamics in any given case but also how far
along a given decline process is (Fig. 2). The nature and
strengths of mechanisms change over the phases of
decline, thus policy and strategies applied at one phase
may not work at another phase. Consequently, at the
core of our diagnostic approach is identifying the phase

of decline for each system in a particular case to inform
the sequencing of policies throughout fossil fuel decline.

Identifying the phase of decline
Identifying the phase of decline of each system is done
by examining the key second- and third-level variables
listed in Table 2 and the strengths of mechanisms that
they reflect. Here, we describe the hallmarks of each
phase for each system, summarized in Table 3. We use
the example of coal combustion for electricity generation
as the technological system in decline.

Phase 1: Technological lock-in, industrial maturity and
regional stability

The hallmark of Phase 1 is stability and slow change in
the underlying systems.

In the technology system, the regime is strong which
is characterized by a high value of assets. There are
either no or limited competing technologies and those
that exist do not have a clear competitive advantage.
The regime may begin to experience pressure, either in
the form of public campaigns or increasing regulations.
The technology can usually incrementally improve (e.g.
through pollution control) in response to these criticisms.
The regime successfully reproduces and incrementally
adjusts.

In Phase 1, the industrial system is mature which
is reflected in a relatively constant number of firms,
firm ownership and firm capacity. There may be modest
growth with new firms entering the industry. This phase
is also characterized by strong unions who oppose down-
sizing or reorientation of existing firms.

The regional system in Phase 1 is strongly linked to
the technological and industrial systems and oriented
toward preserving the local industry. There is also likely
relative stability in the key socio-political, economic or
demographic characteristics of the region, determined
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Figure 2. Phases of decline, policy-sequencing and the co-evolution of technological, industrial and regional systems

by the underlying legacy such as location and geogra-
phy, political autonomy, economic diversity and demo-
graphics.

In the broader economic and socio-political setting,
several pressures may emerge which advance decline
to Phase 2. Economic pressures may include stagnating
demand, depletion of resources and increasing imports,
whereas political pressures may include waning pol-
icy support particularly when combined with support
for alternatives, and legitimacy of the technology being
increasingly challenged in media and public opinion,
including through international opinion channels.

The biggest risk of Phase 1 is continuation of the status
quo through continuous renewal of infrastructure and
recruitment of new actors. The stability of technology,
industry and region and the strong interlinkages between
the three systems makes this phase particularly persis-
tent [11, 13]. This phase comes to an end either through
the evolution of the underlying systems (e.g. through
aging assets and lack of renewal in new fossil fuel infras-
tructure) or through external pressure within the broader
setting.

Phase 2: Technological destabilization and decay, industrial
shakeout and regional release and downturn

Phase 2 is characterized by destabilization and decay in
technologies and industries and growing resistance from
affected firms as their survival and the status quo is
challenged.

In the technology system, we see a lack of new devel-
opments in the coal industry and either stagnation or
decline in Phase 2. The value of associated assets also
begins to decrease as the infrastructure ages and costs
of competing technologies continue to fall. Competing
technologies can also rapidly expand and gain political
power. The diversity of regime actors also declines and

those that remain pursue incremental adjustments to
ensure their survival.

In the industrial system, there is a lack of new entrants
and a decline in the number of firms, possibly accompa-
nied by divestment and a decrease in firm sales, as the
overall industry becomes less profitable and more com-
petitive. Increasing pressures on the industry often lead
to large-scale industrial re-organization either through
nationalization, privatization or a growing number of
mergers. Firm capacity declines as profits fall, though
there may be an emergence of a greater number of firms
investing in innovations or proximate industries as a
strategy for survival.

The regional system in Phase 2 is characterized by
economic decline, rising unemployment, outmigration
and a falling tax base. Regional strategies during Phase 2
range from clinging to the old technology to search-
ing for renewal strategies, sometimes with support from
national governments or supranational entities (such as
the EU). At the same time, the decline at the regional level
can trigger backlash and resistance as regions cast fossil
fuels as intimately linked to their identities.

In the broader setting, there are several markers that
signal mounting pressure in Phase 2. There also may
be further loss of legitimacy. Policies favoring competing
technologies may get stronger while political debates
over coal (or the declining technology) may increasingly
polarize society.

The biggest risk during Phase 2 is backlash from the
regime as well as affected workers and communities
against decline. As the status quo is destabilized and
decline unfolds, actors lose revenue or market share
(firms), employment (workers) or their culture and iden-
tities feel threatened (residents of regions). Their active
resistance becomes a risk to further sustain technology
decline and eventually realize phase-out.
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Table 3. Phases, characteristics and markers of three co-evolving systems, the PAS and the broader setting

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

Technology Lock-in Destabilization and decay Phase-out
Regime strength Value of assets is high and a

recent increase or stability of
industry

No new developments, aging
infrastructure, diversity of
regime actors (e.g. utilities)
declines

Retirement of coal plants or related
infrastructure, closing mines

Advances in competing
technologies

Competing technologies are
limited and do not have
obvious advantages

Competing technologies are widely available and cheaper than coal; their
market share increases and may gain political power

Regime strategies Regime reproduction and
successful incremental
improvements in response to
pressures

Pursuing incremental
adjustments (e.g. clean coal
and capacity markets for
supporting intermittent
renewables)

Most of regime actors exit or switch
to other technologies

Industry Maturity Shake-out Upgrade or exit
Industry organization The number and ownership

of firms is largely constant
Decline in number of firms
and structural changes in
ownership (e.g.
nationalization, privatization
or mergers)

Number of firms is substantially
lower and much of industry may have
been re-organized

Firms’ capacities Stable capacity Capacity and profitability
decline. Some firms diversify
either through R&D or
investment in proximate
industries

Firm capacity continues to decline
but a subset of firms may take off in
similar industries

Industrial dynamics Industry is steady or in some
aspects growing with strong
union opposition to
downsizing

Less new entrants, possibly
accompanied by divestment,
asset and company sales

Industrial actors exit, re-orient, sell
assets; unions weaken

Regions Stability Release and downturn Reorganization
Legacy Location and geography (natural resources for other industries, agriculture, tourism)

Political autonomy, capacity and resources of regional government
Economic diversity, wealth, employment, industrial structure, dependence on coal
Demography (age, education, urbanization)

Dynamics Stability of main
characteristics

Economic decline, increasing
unemployment,
outmigration, falling tax base
and investments

Poverty/rigidity trap or renewal of
economic activities and identities

Strategies Oriented toward preservation
of coal industry

Mixed: clinging to old
identity and industry,
survival, renewal

Focused on survival or renewal

Political Action System Destabilize status quo Manage backlash Support regional renewal
Continuous support (e.g.
subsidies) increasingly
contested
Support for competitors and
destabilization policies
emerging
International finance for coal
phase-out

Constraining policies (bans,
taxes) balanced with
compensation or support for
phase-out

Industrial and regional restructuring
policies

Setting
National economy and
energy markets

Stagnating demand, depleting resources, increasing imports

Broader policies and
institutions

Transparency of government, decision-making processes
Trust in government

Phase 3: Technological phase-out, industrial upgrade or
exit and regional reorganization

In Phase 3, the technology is nearing phase-out and the
related firms either move to other regions or find ways

to reinvent themselves. Regions, which do not have an
option to flee, search for strategies of survival or renewal.

In the technological system, Phase 3 can be recognized
by massive retirements of coal assets and a weakened
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regime with actors exiting or switching to new technolo-
gies. Additionally, coal phase-out may be accompanied by
fuel substitution as in the case of the Netherlands and
the USA where biomass (the Netherlands) and natural
gas (the USA) substitutes a large portion of the coal power
fleet [108, 109]. Competing technologies are now widely
available and cheaper than their coal counterparts and
dominate the market.

The industrial system in Phase 3 is characterized by
a low number and diversity of firms and potentially an
ongoing reorganization. In general, the firms that remain
search for new strategies to survive—either by investing
in innovations and different technologies (upgrade) or
through fleeing to new markets (exit).

The regional system in Phase 3 faces the challenge of
reinventing itself. Following a recent decline, the region
likely has an older population and has lost the tax base
that it used to rely on. In the worst case, the region
falls into the poverty trap with a downward spiral of vic-
timization, stigmatization, economic and social decline
and dependence on subsidies and transfers. In the best
case, the region undergoes a renewal with new economic
activities and a renewed identity.

The broader setting at this phase sees a turn to indus-
trial and regional restructuring and may see a growing
concern for declining regions.

The main risk in the third phase is the inability of
regional economies to adapt and recover from techno-
logical and industrial decline, leading to regional despon-
dence. Many regional economies have been built around
fossil fuels and re-inventing these economies faces dis-
tinct challenges.

Co-evolution and non-ideal types
The description of decline phases above portrays ideal
types where co-evolution is synchronized across the
three systems. In many real situations synchronization
of the three systems is highly likely, particularly in Phases
1 and 2 that have a starting point of tightly coupled
technologies, industries and regions. During the tight
coupling in Phases 1 and 2, changes in one system tend
to also lead to changes in the others.

At the same time, it is possible to observe the three
systems out of synch, even in Phases 1 and 2. This can
happen due to more rapid changes in one system, or
simply because there is more inertia in one system than
the others. For example, a technology may not have
declined but coal-dependent regions anticipate such
a decline leading to outmigration, falling tax revenues
and the region advancing to Phase 2. Another potential
trigger of such de-synchronization can be the loss of
legitimacy of coal internationally combined with regions
observing the experience of their counterparts in other
countries. For example, in South Africa, coal continues
to be the primary source of electricity generation with
limited signs of decline, but there is already an active
just transition movement raising concerns about what a
coal phase-out would mean for coal dependent regions

(see ‘Phase 1 - South Africa’). Thus, when diagnosing a
case, it is important to keep in mind that the phases of
different systems can be in or out of sync and thus each
system should be first diagnosed independently before
their phases are compared.

Policy sequencing for feasible decline pathways
Policy sequencing is an approach to respond to policy
problems over time, by introducing less stringent policies
at first to relax or remove barriers and thus enable more
stringent policies later [24, 25, 105]. Such barriers may
include technology costs of low-carbon alternatives or
opposing interests within and outside of government
[24, 105]. While most literature on policy sequencing
assumes that all barriers relax over time [24, 25], more
recent work finds that ramping up climate policies can
trigger opposition and resistance [105]. We argue that
the strength of different barriers varies throughout the
phases of decline, and diagnosing which phase a system
is in can help understand which barrier poses the highest
risk to sustained fossil fuel decline and can inform the
most effective policy sequence.

During Phase 1, the highest risk is the continuation
of the status quo, i.e. a sustained use of fossil fuels for
power generation. The most appropriate policies at this
stage aim for creative destruction [13] and destabilization
[10, 12] by unsettling the status quo for instance by
withdrawing subsidies, installing bans and supporting
competing technologies. During Phase 2, the highest risk
is backlash and opposition to phase-out. If this risk is
not addressed, this may lead to negative feedback in the
PAS and rejection of policies that support decline. To
prevent this, policies need to balance mounting pressures
on the polluting technology and support new oppor-
tunities for the regions and industries associated with
this technology. It is crucial not to prolong the phase-
out while at the same time managing backlash. This
may include financial support for companies to con-
tinue phasing out fossil fuels and for workers to re-
train.

During Phase 3, the key risk is regional despondence,
and the most salient issue becomes the renewal of the
affected region, in order to prevent it from falling into a
poverty trap with high levels of unemployment and out-
migration combined with continued or rising discontent,
harkening back to the past and populism among the pop-
ulation. Under this path, its strategies focus on dealing
with the economic, political and social despondence and
the region may become excessively reliant on transfers
and subsidies. The policies at this phase should focus
on supporting renewal with new or renewed industries
leading to falling unemployment and higher levels of
social cohesion.

Depending on the development of the industry, we
can imagine two desirable outcomes requiring different
policy responses that would lead to regional recovery but
accomplished through different means.
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• Industrial upgrade and regional renewal: under
industrial upgrade, firms reinvest in the region and
the renewed industry attracts new jobs. The example
of coal mining phase-out in the Netherlands (see
‘Phase 3 - Netherlands’; Table 4) illustrates this,
where the state-owned mining company began to
invest in alternative business branches such as
chemicals and substituted coal for gas. A policy
response may be to support the upgrade of the
industry.

• Regional de-coupling: regional de-coupling from
both the declining industrial and technological
systems may become the case if firms exit the region
in search of a better market or go bankrupt (the latter
has for instance occurred in coal regions within the
USA; see ‘Phase 2 - USA’). A policy response may be
to support other firms or regional governments.

Successful decline—both in terms of phase-out of pol-
luting fossil fuels and safeguarding justice—depends on
de-coupling co-evolving systems of technology, industry
and regions. Policy sequencing may support de-coupling
by addressing the most salient risks at each phase of
decline.

ILLUSTRATIVE APPLICATION OF
FRAMEWORK TO THREE CASES
Phase 1: South Africa
Coal power generation and coal mining in South Africa
are in Phase 1 of decline. Technological lock-in is high
indicated by a strong regime retrofitting and expanding
its coal fleet [110] along with new coal mining capacity
and infrastructure [107] despite plans for decommis-
sioning few older plants by 2030 [110]. By 2030, coal
is still envisioned to provide 43% of installed capacity
[110] despite advances in competing technologies such
as solar and wind power [111]. Regime strategies focus
on prolonging the use of coal. Some argue that Eskom
and energy-intensive companies have influenced energy
demand forecasts, leading to an increase in planned coal
capacity [112]. Instead, electricity demand has stagnated
leading to overcapacity of the electricity system, which
Eskom uses to argue for delaying additional renewables
deployment.

The maintenance of the status quo is also indicated
by stable industry organization and industrial maturity.
Independent producers emerged in response to a
governmental program to increase renewables capacity
[113]. Nevertheless, Eskom maintained its monopoly
over electricity production, distribution and transmission
[114] and industry dynamics remained stable as Eskom
refused to sign power purchasing agreements with
the independent producers. Support for coal was also
demanded by the union of coal transport workers
that saw increasing renewable capacity as a danger
to their employment [107]. At the same time, Eskom
is indebted and struggles with corruption as well as

poor contract management with the five main national
mining companies [110] that produce coal for both
domestic use and export. To make a higher profit, mining
companies chose to sell coal abroad, leading to a shortage
of available coal and contributing to the electricity
supply crisis [107]. This indicates that Eskom lacks the
financial and institutional capacity to innovate and
diversify.

One relevant coal region is Mpumalanga, where min-
ing is the largest contributor to regional GDP and more
than 80% of South Africa’s coal is mined [107]. The region
also has several power plants that are planned to be
decommissioned between 2020 and 2026 due to aging
[115]. Regional dynamics currently seem stable but point
toward a potential decline, since employment in the coal
sector has already decreased due to mechanization [107].
The legacy of strong economic dependence on the coal
sector makes this especially threatening for the region.
For example, more than half of businesses operating in
the Steve Tshwete Local Municipality in Mpumalanga
offer services to either coal mines or coal power plants
[115]. Capacities of companies and workers may support
the region in adjusting to coal decline [107, 115]. Finan-
cial and institutional capacities of regional governments
are limited, and strategies of regional governments are
mainly focused on providing public services and support-
ing urban development [114, 116].

In the PAS, some pressures on Eskom have emerged.
The Integrated Resource Plan 2019 formulated by the
Department of Mineral Resources and Energy outlines
a plan to unbundle Eskom and separate its generation,
transmission and distribution functions [110]. However,
the implementation and impact of this plan are still
unclear. In addition, regulations in support of renewables
emerged in response to an energy supply crisis in 2007
and attracted international finance as well as interest
from domestic companies and joint ventures with Chi-
nese and Indian firms to deploy renewables [113].

Together with Eskom’s decreasing capacity to supply
electricity and decreasing global coal demand in the
broader setting, this may eventually push the technol-
ogy system in Phase 2 of decline. Additionally, concerns
over looming coal demand and its regional and national
socio-economic consequences have led to several just
transition initiatives, focused on how to manage coal
decline [117]—this may indicate a de-synchronization of
the three systems, as regional systems may advance to
release coal before decline in the technological system
materializes.

However, the case of South Africa also highlights the
risk of preserving the status quo: even as pressures on
coal grow, the technology remains locked-in in the face of
mature industry. In November 2021 at COP26, the UK, the
USA, France and Germany agreed to pay international aid
of US$8.5 billion to South Africa to support ‘the decar-
bonization of the electricity system’ [118]. How exactly
this money will be spent has not yet been disclosed,
but the current phase of decline suggests that it may
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Table 4. Diagnostic variables for coal decline in South Africa, the USA and the Netherlands

South Africa USA Netherlands (mining)

Technology Lock-in Destabilization and decay Phase-out
Regime strength Aging coal fleet

Plans for retrofits and additional
capacity

Aging coal fleet
No additional capacity planned

Decline of revenue from coal
mining

Advances in competing
technologies

Decline of renewables costs
globally

Discovery of shale gas
Decline of renewables costs
globally

Discovery of Slochteren gas field
in 1959
Cheaper foreign coal

Regime strategies Self-reproduction
Refusal to sign power purchasing
agreements with renewables
producers
Influencing energy demand
projections

Investment in CCS or renewables
Some investment in coal mining
Lobbying for support to export
coal

Abandonment of coal mining

Industry Maturity Shake-out Upgrade or exit
Industry organization State-owned utility Eskom

maintains monopoly over
electricity production
Five main coal mining companies

Declining number of firms in
mining sector
Declaration of bankruptcies

Declining number of firms as
private mining companies exit

Firms’ capacities Eskom: indebted, struggles with
corruption, poor contract
management

Utilities: diversification,
investment in other technologies,
e.g. gas, wind

DSM: knowledge in gas distribution,
revenues from chemicals business

Industrial dynamics Plans to unbundle Eskom but
implementation unclear
Transporters’ unions actively
resisting coal phase-out

Mining: (weak) union resistance
to decline
Utilities, e.g. PSEG, sell coal assets

Workers’ unions supported
phase-out and reindustrialization
DSM upgraded from coal to gas
and chemical industry

Regions Stability Release and downturn Reorganization
Legacy Economic dependence on coal,

mining largest GDP contributor
Majority of companies are in or
supply coal sector

Remoteness from industrial
centers, lack of skilled workforce,
economic dependence on coal
industry

Only partly dependent on coal
industry, little autonomy of
regional government

Dynamics Stability in unemployment,
poverty rates

Decline of regional tax base as
coal industry declines

No significant increase in
unemployment
New companies settle

Strategies Provide and manage coal
infrastructure, urban
development

Plans to lobby for support of coal
mining for export, expansion of
infrastructure

Attraction of alternative industries,
establishment of public offices in
the region

PAS Destabilize status quo Manage backlash Support regional renewal
Support for renewables from
some government agencies
Just transition working groups

Polarized debate on coal decline
Support for coal workers and
regions

Subsidies for regional infrastructure,
economy, for retraining of workers

Setting
National economy and energy
markets

Supply crisis in energy market
High unemployment and poverty
rates

Stagnating energy demand
Declining coal export demand

Oversupply in 1960s
This changed with ensuing oil and
economic crisis in 1970s/80s

Broader policies and
institutions

Coal and energy intensive
companies have strong influence
in policy-making processes
Lack of capacities on local
governmental level

Mix of federal and state-level
energy and transition policies

Relatively little independence of
regional government
Close interaction between unions,
industry, government

be important to focus on further destabilizing the status
quo and support initiatives in regions to move away from
coal.

Phase 2: USA
Coal in the USA provides an example of Phase 2 of
decline. Even though there are no official phase-out

plans, the technological system has been destabilized
and is in decay. One indication and key reason is the
advance of natural gas which has seen significant cost
reduction for shale gas combined with cost reductions
and increased deployment of renewables [119]. Other
pressures from the broader socio-political and economic
setting include stagnating domestic energy demand and
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stagnating global demand for coal [119, 120]. A decline
of regime strength is also indicated by the aging coal
power plant fleet: the average capacity weighted age
in 2020 was 41 years [109] and there is no additional
planned coal capacity [121]. Regime strategies differ: in
power generation, there is some investment in CCS [109,
122]; in other words, an adjustment strategy, but also in
nuclear and renewables [123], which indicates a diver-
sification strategy. In coal mining there are ambitions
to increase coal exports as domestic demand declines
[109, 122].

The shake-out of the industrial system is indicated by
changes in industry organization, such as a declining
number of firms, especially among coal mining compa-
nies [119, 121]. Even though this decline already occurred
in 2013/14, and some companies were able to stay afloat
through write-offs of liabilities and divestment [119], the
trend has not been reversed. In 2019, a company in the
Powder River Basin (PRB) abruptly filed for bankruptcy
[122]. This indicates that mining companies’ capacities
to innovate and diversify may be low. Among utilities,
examples such as PSEG divesting from its coal assets
and investing in wind and natural gas technologies indi-
cate capacities to innovate [123]. Jobs in the coal sector
are usually unionized and well paid [124], leading to
some resistance to coal decline. However, Abraham [15]
argues that unions, specifically in Appalachia, are not
well equipped to influence coal decline pathways.

There are several coal regions in the USA. Many studies
focus on Appalachia and the PRB which are experiencing
negative dynamics due to US-wide decline of coal. The
regional tax base in both regions is decreasing indicating
regional downturn [122, 124]. Even though coal mined in
Appalachia and PRB is of different quality and differently
impacted by environmental regulations, both regions
face similar challenges due to their legacy: remoteness
from industrial centers, lack of skilled workforce, an
economic dependence on the coal industry and local
identities, cultures and expectations connected to the
coal industry [119, 122, 125]. Regional strategies differ,
as some regions, such as the PRB, aim to find new oppor-
tunities for coal mining through coal exports [119, 122,
125], whereas others introduce legislation to end power
generation from coal and plan a coal phase-out [125].

Nevertheless, the case of the USA highlights the
risk of backlash to coal decline: both regions and the
industry have lobbied for support of coal in the face of
decline, which has affected the PAS [119, 122]. Attempts
to manage this backlash include the ‘Partnerships for
Opportunity and Workforce and Economic Revitaliza-
tion (POWER) Initiative’ and the ‘Assistance to Coal
Communities’ [125]. However, the debate around coal
decline remained highly polarized, with strong support
for Donald Trump coming from some coal regions due
to his support of the industry [122]. While not directly
supporting the industry, he revoked some environmental
regulations that had previously decreased the competi-
tiveness of coal [119, 120].

Phase 3: Netherlands
One country that has already undergone phase-out of
coal mining is the Netherlands. Phase-out of coal power
generation is currently underway. Coal mining phase-out
in the Netherlands serves as an example of industrial
upgrade and regional renewal.

One driver of coal phase-out was the advance in com-
peting resources as the Groningen gas field was discov-
ered in 1959. Additionally, foreign coal was economically
more competitive than domestic coal [32, 126]. Other
pressures from the broader economic and socio-political
setting included a general overcapacity of the European
coal industry and cheaper oil imports [32]. One of the
most important actors in the mining regime was the
company Dutch State Mines (DSM) which was involved
not only in coal production but also in the production
of chemicals, and gas as a by-product of coal coking
[127, 128]. The decline of regime strength may have been
indicated by the decline of revenue from coal mining
compared with the revenue from these other activities
[32]. Initially, coal mining actors adopted a strategy of
resistance to the coal phase-out and aimed to lobby for
state subsidies. However, this strategy changed to one of
adjustment by substituting coal for gas within DSM [32,
128].

The organization of the industrial system was dom-
inated by the state-owned DSM as the largest mining
company, even though there were several smaller private
companies [126, 129]. Workers in the coal mining sector
were unionized and powerful. They supported the phase-
out and were involved in negotiations with both DSM and
politicians [126, 130]. DSM’s diversified business model
and several revenue streams ensured there was financial
capacity to innovate and diversify even as revenues from
coal mining declined [32]. As DSM was also previously
involved in distributing the gas that was the by-product
from coking coal to municipal district heating, it had the
capacity and resources to engage in natural gas distri-
bution [127]. The industry dynamics changed insofar as
private mining companies exited the industry, whereas
DSM upgraded by remaining in the gas and chemicals
sectors [127].

The main coal mining region in the Netherlands was
Limburg. Relevant aspects of the regional legacy to
decline include that the region is located relatively far
away from other industrial centers and cities in the coun-
try, but right at the border with Belgium and Germany,
among others with the German Ruhr area which is also a
coal mining region [129]. The economy in the eastern part
of the region was dependent on the coal sector, whereas
diversified DSM was situated in the western part [126,
129]. Local government had little autonomy for the most
part of the decline [129]. Only in 1977 when the last coal
mines were closed were more capacities transferred to
the region. For the most part, decline was thus managed
by the national government [129], and regional strategies
of innovativeness and reorganization only became rele-
vant later. Whether regions are on the path of renewal or
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survival may be indicated by dynamics such as unem-
ployment rates and migration trends. In the beginning of
the phase-out, there were seemingly little to no redun-
dancies, as many workers could be reemployed in DSM’s
chemical operations, could move to other companies or
could move to Germany [126, 129]. New companies, such
as a car manufacturer, settled in the region, diversifying
the economy [129]. However, developments within the
broader economic and socio-political setting influenced
this pathway: during the ensuing oil and economic crisis
in the 1970s, unemployment rose more significantly in
Limburg than in the rest of the Netherlands, leading to
further required policy intervention and support.

The PAS supported the transition through financially
compensating private mines in exchange for closing
them early [126]. It was also a government decision to
allocate the rights to exploit gas reserves to DSM, thus
enabling the later upgrade of the firm [32]. In addition,
subsidies were allocated to the retraining of workers, to
infrastructure improvements in the region and to making
the region more attractive to investors such as through
reducing the costs of land [32, 126].

The relative success of the early regional development
pathway may be attributed to governmental, company
and union strategies that all seemed to be aligned toward
renewal and innovation rather than lobbying for con-
tinued support for the coal sector. Even though there
were challenges to Limburg’s renewal pathway and the
risk of regional despondence was present especially in
the context of a larger economic crisis, the Dutch case
can serve as an example of de-coupling of industry and
regions from declining technologies.

CONCLUSION
Phasing out fossil fuels simultaneously creates two pol-
icy problems: managing the transformation of affected
industries and ensuring socio-economic recovery in the
regions dependent on fossil fuel resources and indus-
tries. Here, we propose a practical tool to inform policy
sequencing to address these interconnected policy prob-
lems. Three bodies of literature have addressed these
problems and their associated systems: socio-technical
transitions literature studies change or persistence of
technological systems, business and management litera-
ture studies the transformation of industrial systems and
regional geography and economics literature addresses
the recovery of regional systems. To use Elinor Ostrom’s
terminology, these systems constitute top-level variables.
We derived second- and third-level variables from the
literature that reflect mechanisms driving or blocking
decline in each of these systems.

We propose a diagnostic framework that shows how
these variables evolve during different phases of decline
and illustrate this framework using three different exam-
ples of national coal decline. We show that the strength
of each policy problem varies throughout the phases of
decline, giving rise to different risks and making different

policies necessary at each phase. This is captured in
the PAS containing rules and regulations that affect the
three systems and which at the same time responds to
feedbacks from these systems.

This defines a research agenda of ‘policy sequencing
for feasible decline’. Today’s policy landscape includes
both efforts to compensate affected actors of decline
while at the same time withdrawing all financial support
from incumbents [2, 7, 131, 132]. However, how these
policies should be combined is unclear. We believe that
diagnosing the phase of technological, industrial and
regional decline can answer this question and inform
policy sequencing for decline based on the strengths of
risks and mechanisms at different phases. Empirically,
testing the validity of our proposal for policy sequencing
for decline, as has been done in clean energy [25], offers
a fruitful research direction.

In addition, our diagnostic approach offers further
avenues for future research.

First, we believe our approach will be particularly
useful in cross-case comparisons and in drawing lessons
from such studies. Identifying which strategies for
decline are transferable and under what conditions is a
crucial step to formulating empirically and theoretically
sound policy advice. When examining a case of coal
decline (or persistence), we believe positioning the case
in the phase of decline is just as important as considering
its geographic and socio-political setting. This framework
could also be applied to other cases of carbon-intensive
decline, such as steel manufacturing, or oil phase-out,
where similar policy problems emerge and interact. The
relevant top-level variables may have to be modified
depending on the implicated systems [133].

Second, it would be useful to better understand when,
where and how the regional system de-couples from the
industrial and technological system. Here, it is impor-
tant to pay attention to the path of the regional system
because that is where policy has the potential to have the
most impact. Recovery for fossil fuel dependent regions
can be the result of new industries arriving after the
fossil fuel industry has fled, or the result of a renewed
industry from the very same firms. Understanding what
leads to these different pathways and the role of policy in
ensuring successful renewal is key to supporting feasible
fossil fuel decline pathways.
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